Quaid-i-Azam University
(Admission Section)
No.Admis./2022-556

Dated: - 26-09-2022
NOTIFICATION

This is to notify for the information of all concerned that the following candidates have been selected (provisionally) for
admission to Undergraduate Programme Fall Semester-2022 in the Departments/Institute/School/Centre (DISC) mentioned
against their names on the seats reserved for the Disabled Persons: Please read the following instructions before joining /depositing the fee/dues in the University Account.
1.
The (provisionally) selected candidates are advised to report (in person) to the respective Department/ Institute/ School/
Centre (DISC) for obtaining the Fee/Dues Bank Challan for depositing in the HBL or Askari Bank upto 29-09-2022 till 04:00
pm. They are also advised to produce the following academic documents (in original) along with five attested photocopies of the
following documents at the time of joining/interview: 1.
Matric/ “O” Level Marks Sheet etc.
2.
FA/FSc/I.Com (Part-I) “A” Level Marks Sheet etc.
3.
Equivalence Certificates (“O & A” Level)
4.
Domicile Certificate
5.
Disability Certificate as issued by the District Assessment Board.
6.
Any other requisite/required/relevant/necessary supporting document.
2.
The confirmation of admission is subject to the production & verification of original documents by the respective
Department/ Institute/ School/ Centre (DISC). Without production/showing of original documents; no candidate will be allowed to
join the Department/ Institute/ School/ Centre (DISC) in the Undergraduate Programme under any circumstances.
3.
Those candidate selected on his/her choice will be selected in the subsequent list; those who have selected and deposited
the fee/dues on self-finance basis will have intact choice for regular basis only. However, if they desired to shift themselves to the
new subject option on regular basis they are advised to report in the new Department/ Institute/ School/ Centre (DISC) and
submitted original admission form & fee/dues bank challan for confirmation of their admission.
4.
Those who have deposited the fee/dues against regular seats/subject option, then all other choices will be blocked
OR exhausted.
5.
The (provisionally) admitted candidates will be required to pass the HSSC Examination (as a whole) with at least 50%
marks and also be required to submit his/her HSSC passed result card within stipulated period in the concerned Department/
Institute/ School/Centre (DISC). In case of less than 50% marks in HSSC Examination OR Non-submission of HSSC result card
in the concerned Department/ Institute/School/Centre then his/her admission will be treated as CANCELLED as per Admission
Policy.
6.
After (provisionally) selection and depositing the fee/dues in the University Account, if the student declared as FAILED
in the HSSC Examination by the concerned Board, the Fee/Dues as deposited by him/her will not be refunded under any
circumstances except Refundable Securities.
7.
The (provisionally) admitted candidates having foreign certificates are required to provide Equivalence Certificates
and conversion of the grades into marks from Inter Board Committee of Chairman (IBCC) for Matriculation and Intermediate
levels.
8.
If a candidate is selected on self-finance basis in the earlier merit list and deposited the fee/dues in the university
account and later his/her name appeared on regular basis against the regional/provincial & any reserved seat/quota then
the excess/balance amount will be adjusted in his/her next semester fee/dues subsequently.
9.
In case of cancellation of admission 50% refund of fee to the student (s) admitted in 1 st Semester within stipulated time of
one week on his/her request.
NAME

FATHER’S NAME

1

T/ID
UF2211310

SARWAR SAKHI

2

13464

3

Sr.#

SAKHI DAD

DISCIPLINE
BSBIT

AGGREGATE
63.352

MUSHARRAF AHMED BAGHTI

HAWAS ALI

BSBBA

70.3509

Eligible subject to
provision of Disability
Certificate of PMO, QAU
--Eligible as above--

07407

NAZMA BIBI

MUHAMMAD IDREES KHAN

BSCHM

81.3344

--Eligible as above--

4

06886

SAAD REHMAN

MUHAMMAD SALEH

BSCOM

83.2624

--Eligible as above--

5

00551

NAEEM RASHEED

MUHAMMAD RASHEED

BSDSS

83.0411

--Eligible as above--

6

04175
11418

AHSAN HAZOOR
ABDUL RAFAY

HAZOOR BAKHSH

BSENL
BSES

94.4484
56.4444

--Eligible as above--

8

03253

USMAN AHMAD

HUMAYUN FAIZ RASOOL

BSIT

74.7594

--Eligible as above--

9

01267

MUHAMMAD BABAR

ARIF ULLAH KHAN

BSIR

88.2364

--Eligible as above--

10

11310

SARWAR SAKHI

SAKHI DAD

BSMIC

63.3520

--Eligible as above--

11

00077

MUHAMMAD NOUMAN

FIDA HUSSAIN

BSPSY

73.9986

--Eligible as above--

7

AAMIR ALLAUDDIN YA
AAMIR SOHAIL

Remarks about Eligibility

--Eligible as above--

12

00377

SHAH FAHAD

MUZAMIL SHAH

BSPA

76.1455

--Eligible as above--

13

00377

SHAH FAHAD

MUZAMIL SHAH

BSSOC

76.1455

--Eligible as above--

14

11872

KHALID AHMAD

SANGI MARJAN

BSZOO

76.9182

--Eligible as above--
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Quaid-i-Azam University
(Admission Section)
No.Admis./2022-556

Dated: - 26-09-2022
NOTIFICATION

This is to notify for the information of all concerned that the following candidates have been selected (provisionally) for
admission to Undergraduate Programme Fall Semester-2022 in the Departments/Institute/School/Centre (DISC) mentioned
against their names on the seats reserved for the for the Minority candidates: Please read the following instructions before joining /depositing the fee/dues in the University Account.
1.
The (provisionally) selected candidates are advised to report (in person) to the respective Department/ Institute/ School/
Centre (DISC) for obtaining the Fee/Dues Bank Challan for depositing in the HBL or Askari Bank upto 29-09-2022 till 04:00
pm. They are also advised to produce the following academic documents (in original) along with five attested photocopies of the
following documents at the time of joining/interview: 1.
Matric/ “O” Level Marks Sheet etc.
2.
FA/FSc/I.Com (Part-I) “A” Level Marks Sheet etc.
3.
Equivalence Certificates (“O & A” Level)
4.
Domicile Certificate
5.
Minority Certificate as issued by the Principal of last institute attended by the applicant.
6.
Any other requisite/required/relevant/necessary supporting document.
2.
The confirmation of admission is subject to the production & verification of original documents by the respective
Department/ Institute/ School/ Centre (DISC). Without production/showing of original documents; no candidate will be allowed to
join the Department/ Institute/ School/ Centre (DISC) in the Undergraduate Programme under any circumstances.
3.
Those candidate selected on his/her choice will be selected in the subsequent list; those who have selected and deposited
the fee/dues on self-finance basis will have intact choice for regular basis only. However, if they desired to shift themselves to the
new subject option on regular basis they are advised to report in the new Department/ Institute/ School/ Centre (DISC) and
submitted original admission form & fee/dues bank challan for confirmation of their admission.
4.
Those who have deposited the fee/dues against regular seats/subject option, then all other choices will be blocked
OR exhausted.
5.
The (provisionally) admitted candidates will be required to pass the HSSC Examination (as a whole) with at least 50%
marks and also be required to submit his/her HSSC passed result card within stipulated period in the concerned Department/
Institute/ School/Centre (DISC). In case of less than 50% marks in HSSC Examination OR Non-submission of HSSC result card
in the concerned Department/ Institute/School/Centre then his/her admission will be treated as CANCELLED as per Admission
Policy.
6.
After (provisionally) selection and depositing the fee/dues in the University Account, if the student declared as FAILED
in the HSSC Examination by the concerned Board, the Fee/Dues as deposited by him/her will not be refunded under any
circumstances except Refundable Securities.
7.
The (provisionally) admitted candidates having foreign certificates are required to provide Equivalence Certificates
and conversion of the grades into marks from Inter Board Committee of Chairman (IBCC) for Matriculation and Intermediate
levels.
8.
If a candidate is selected on self-finance basis in the earlier merit list and deposited the fee/dues in the university
account and later his/her name appeared on regular basis against the regional/provincial & any reserved seat/quota then
the excess/balance amount will be adjusted in his/her next semester fee/dues subsequently.
9.
In case of cancellation of admission 50% refund of fee to the student (s) admitted in 1 st Semester within stipulated time of
one week on his/her request.
Sr.#
1

T/ID
UF2203169

NAME

FATHER’S NAME

HANSA

03169

KIRSHAN

DISCIPLINE
BS BOT

AGGREGATE
79.1519

Remarks about Eligibility

HANSA

KIRSHAN

BS CHM

79.1519

Eligible subject to provision of
Minority Certificate as issued by
the Principal of last institute
attended by the applicant.
--Eligible as above—

03846

AKASH

PAHLAJ BHEEL

BS ENL

92.4332

--Eligible as above—

11389

DARSHAN LAL

RANO

BS HIS

82.5059

--Eligible as above—

09098

VAROON KUMAR

GREESHY KUMAR

BS IT

92.5176

--Eligible as above—

03922

MADAN LAL

BADAL

BS PKS

85.8834

--Eligible as above—

2
3
4
5
6

02981

USMAN GILL

UHANA

BS POL

85.4578

--Eligible as above—

01316

SAHIL LOHANA

GOVAND

BS PA

87.5753

--Eligible as above—

05822

RAM

JEEVAT

BS STS

85.7273

--Eligible as above—

7
8
9

Prof. Dr. Amir Waseem
Chairman,
Admission Committee
Distribution
1. Chairpersons/Directors of the Teaching Departments/Institute/School/Centre (DISC)
2. Controller of Examinations
3. Treasurer
4. Project Director, CMS
5. Provost Office
6. Personal File
7. Notification File

